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Has this strange season caused a change in the breeding behaviour of Reed Bunting. You may 

recall that earlier in the year I was reporting on the late, or indeed very late, arrival of the species on 

the moor. I have recorded some pairs in thick bracken and this week have found three fledged 

broods, and earlier in the month a fourth being fed in the nest, in such habitat which is not a habitat 

type of choice, although one pair at the inlet end of the reservoir did use this habitat type in 2015 

and again this year. However at the time many of them arrived this year the bracken would have 

been well grown and has for whatever reason attracted them to set up territory there. 

 

A Snipe flushed on Brent Moor on the 21st was on or near to a site where territorial behaviour was 

frequently observed in 2015. This year such behaviour has been virtually absent, however this 

individual called as it was flushed and flew no more than 30 metres before alighting, never rising 

very high above the ground. This is behaviour suggestive of an occupied territory. 

 

There are still Whinchat families on known territories and on the 21st a group of 5 juvenile 

Wheatears, obviously together, were seen on Brent Moor, one wonders if they were siblings and 

just how far they might have travelled. Given the number of juvenile Stonechats seen on the moor 

it could have been a good year for the species, despite the at times trying conditions. 

 

Spotted Flycatchers have been recorded from three sites on the edge of the moors, so an eye will 

be kept on those in the hope of confirming breeding. At one site earlier in the month a Pied Wagtail 

was seen carrying food to a potential nest site and this week just adjacent an adult male was 

accompanying 6 fledged young which is a good result. 

 

There was a surprise for one observer on the 18th with a male Cirl Bunting in full song between 

Owley and Moorgate. It has been heard subsequently. This is the second record for the survey and 

probably the first within the Dartmoor National Park for two years.  

 

Way out in the Badlands Whitethroats were observed on the 24th carrying food, presumably for a 

second brood in the nest.  

 

The butterfly list has been added to with the addition of Silver-washed Fritillary and Purple 

Hairstreak during the week. 

 

Bird records included are as submitted; this does not necessarily mean that they have been accepted. 

 

 

 


